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(*) Tq 25ºC

CLASS II
Electrical insulation

Technology to prevent
external dirt accumulation

CLEANTech®

IP68
Water tightness

IK08 - IK10

138U
p 

to

Lm /w (*) 
+100.000
Lifetime in hours (*)

AL Anodized 
6063-T6

Advanced Thermal management
MODULAR 

“Light from the roots” is the Celtika’s DNA. It implies 
the prevalence of the highest standards of quality 
and reliability in public lighting, as well as the 
commitment to local manufacturing. A new horizon 
capable of rescuing traditional design lines and 
projecting them into the future.

THE UNION BETWEEN
RELIABILITY AND EFFECTIVENESS

CELTIKA



Each new luminaire in the Celtika series is the result of a highly 
sustainable industrial process, distinguished by its recycling capa-
city and optimization of applied materials. When compared to other 
processed aluminium, aluminium 6063-T6’s high purity ensures full 
reuse by other industries in future. 

Additionally, the high thermal conductivity of this material allows for 
component size adjustment, resulting in advanced thermal perfor-
mance with lower material density than bodies manufactured from 
other aluminium. 

Following the latest ISO 14001 audit, and the implementation of 
the master plan for sustainability, SETGA has driven the design of a 
long-term recycling system for each Celtika component.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

The compact aluminium AL 6063-T6 extruded and anodized body 
minimizes the degrading effect of aggressive environments. 

The use of this material results in an anticorrosive performance 
superior to any other type of processed aluminum.

The luminaire has been designed with a sliding driver system. This 
system is accessible trough the front aluminium cap and stainless 
steel screws. It has been designed this way to prevent fasteners from 
loosening during the extraction process, speeding up maintenance 
and preserving thread effectiveness of the fasteners over the luminai-
re lifetime.

MATERIALS AND STRUCTURE
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Celtika in Saint Jacob’s Way





HERDANZA COLLECTION
BRACKET & COLUMN

Herdanza Column
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CELTIKA

Celtika Luminaire

Herdanza Bracket

Customizable Identity Logo

Customizable Colour



1 Extruded and anodized
AL 6063-T6 compact body.

In order to optimize the heat dissipation process, enhance efficacy (lm/W) 
and increase luminaire lifetime, SETGA has developed a pioneering 
system by integrating a lateral structure of heat pipes within a single 
compact body sink made of extruded and anodized aluminium AL 6063-
T6. The Celtika luminaire is equipped with continuous, accelerated and 

Advanced
thermal management system.

#

The materials technology applied to this series allows for a substantial
acceleration in the heat dissipation process, reaching conductivity levels
greater than 200 W/metre Kelvin—an increase in the dissipation rate of
between 50% and 53%, compared to standard aluminium injection
systems with conductivity levels lower than 130-140 W/metre Kelvin.

self-refrigerated thermal architecture capable of reducing LED junction 
temperature between 5° C (350mA) and 15° C (700mA) in relation to stan-
dard systems manufactured in die cast aluminium.

PARAMETERS

+ (*) Luminous flux at Tj25º based on the data provided by the semiconductor manufacturer. SETGA applies to its luminaries the most advanced selection of LED binning obtained by leading diode manu-
facturers, in order to ensure the highest level of colour rendering (CRI), efficacy and lifetime at any given moment. The values shown are for 4000 K colour temperature. The value may vary over time, 
depending on the continuous evolution of LED technology and ambient operating conditions. (**) L80B10 - L96B10 (IES LM-80 / TM-21).

 CLK -12S 396 152 3,4 12  2700-4500 ≥80 150-160 16,2 1961 121,1 >100.000

 CLK -12M 396 152 3,4 12  2700-4500 ≥80 150-160 23,5 2585 110,0 >100.000

 CLK -12L 396 152 3,6  12  2700-4500 ≥80 150-160 29,5 3301 111,9 >100.000

 CLK -24S 526 152 4,7 24  2700-4500 ≥80 150-160 28,1 3550 126,3 >100.000

 CLK -24M 526 152 4,7 24  2700-4500 ≥80 150-160 42,7 5171 121,1 >100.000

 CLK -24L 526 152 4,7 24  2700-4500 ≥80 150-160 56,4 6602 117,1 >100.000

  
Length

 
Width Weight    

Diode 
Power

 Luminaire’s Luminaire 
Lifetime

 
 Model 

(mm)
 

(mm) (kg) 
LED nº Colour CRI Efficacy 

(W)
 Luminous Flux Efficacy 

(hours)**
 

        (Lm/w)  (Lm)* (Lm/w)

Extruded
and anodized
AL 6063-T6AL
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CELTIKA

2 Integration of multiple and 
continuous lateral heat pipes.

Including multiple and continuous heat pipes into the compact alu-
minium body connects the critical thermal area to the upper sur-
face of the luminaire, thereby maximizing its dissipation capacity. 
The slotted bottom surface of the luminaire multiplies the sinking 
body, further increasing conductive potential. 

#

Celtika luminaire was developed as a modular design. It is posible 
to extract every electronic and optic component without damaging 
the mechanical structure. In the future this will allow the update of 
the luminaire performance and features. In this direction, 77% of 
the added monetary value of components is reused at the end of the 
life time, providing each luminaire with a second vital opportunity. 
By embracing this circular economy model based on modular de-
sign, SETGA places sustainability at the heart of its business model, 
facilitating the work of public lighting infrastructures’ managers 
and maintainers.

Designed to
be up to date.

UP

Extruded and anodized 
AL - 6063-T6

Access to driver and 
surge protector

GRADE
PERFORMANCE
PROGRAMME
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PHOTOMETRIC CURVES

RELATIVE PERFORMANCE FUNCTION (RPF)
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The RPF (Relative Performance 
Function) three-dimensional 
function determines the efficacy 
of the luminaire under multiple 
operating conditions through the 
cross analysis of the ambient 
temperature and the output 
current. 

This tool also allows for an 
estimation of lifetime, depending 
on the colour texture applied to 
the surface.

Output current (mA)Ambient temperature - Tq (ºC)

ME-CLK RV-CLKDWC-CLK

T2-CLK T3-CLK

+

Standard curves

SETGA’s optical department can study 
additional configurations adapted to each 
project.
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CELTIKA

According to the US Energy Agency, relief on the upper surface of 
the fixture severely hinders the dissipation process that takes place 
by convection, becoming a critical element for performance and life.

To overcome this challenge and to enhance the natural self-clea-
ning process, SETGA has equipped the Essenze luminaire heat sink 
with a completely uniform and curved upper surface, thus preven-
ting dirt accumulation, and the ensuing obstruction and inefficiency 
of the thermal dissipation system.

Finally, baffles located on the lower front and rear surface of the 
optical area prevent dirty liquid flowing from the upper area of the 
body to the lenses, thereby preserving optical system efficiency 
(lm/W).

Technology to prevent
external dirt accumulation.

CLEAN  Tech®

#








